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In this paper we de ne an indu tive set that is bije tive with
the -equated lambda-terms. Unlike de-Bruijn indi es, however, our indu tive de nition in ludes names and reasoning about this de nition is
very similar to informal reasoning on paper. For this we provide a stru tural indu tion prin iple that requires to prove the lambda- ase for fresh
binders only. The main te hni al novelty of this work is that it is ompatible with the axiom-of- hoi e (unlike earlier nominal logi work by Pitts
et al); thus we were able to implement all results in Isabelle/HOL and
use them to formalise the standard proofs for Chur h-Rosser and strongnormalisation.
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Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Whenever one wants to formalise proofs about terms involving binders, one fa es
a problem: how to represent su h terms? The \low-level" representations use
on rete names for binders (that is they represent terms as abstra t syntax trees)
or use de-Bruijn indi es. However, a brief look in the literature shows that both
representations make formal proofs rather strenuous in pla es (typi ally lemmas
about substitution) that are only loosely on erned with the proof at hand. Three
examples from the literature: VanInwegen wrote [19, p. 115℄:
\Proving theorems about substitutions (and related operations su h as
alpha- onversion) required far more time and HOL ode than any other
variety of theorem."

in her PhD-thesis, whi h des ribes a formalisation of SML's subje t redu tion
property based on a \ on rete-name" representation for SML-terms. Altenkir h
formalised in LEGO a strong normalisation proof for System-F (using a de-Bruijn
representation) and on luded [1, p. 26℄:
\When doing the formalization, I dis overed that the ore part of the
proof. . . is fairly straightforward and only requires a good understanding
of the paper version. However, in ompleting the proof I observed that in
ertain pla es I had to invest mu h more work than expe ted, e.g. proving
lemmas about substitution and weakening."
?
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Hirs hko made a similar omment in [10, p. 167℄ about a formalisation of the

- al ulus:

\Te hni al work, however, still represents the biggest part of our implementation, mainly due to the managing of de Bruijn indexes...Of our 800
proved lemmas, about 600 are on erned with operators on free names."

The main point of this paper is to give a representation for -equated lambdaterms that is based on names, is indu tive and omes with a stru tural indu tion
prin iple where the lambda- ase needs to be proved for only fresh binders. In
pra ti e this will mean that we ome quite lose to the informal reasoning using
Barendregt's variable onvention. Our work is based on the nominal logi work
by Pitts et al [16, 6℄. The main te hni al novelty is that our work by giving an
expli it onstru tion for -equated lambda-terms is ompatible with the axiom of
hoi e. Thus we were able to implement all results in Isabelle/HOL and formalise
the simple Chur h-Rosser proof of Tait and Martin-Lof des ribed in [3℄, and
the standard Tait-style strong normalisation proof for the simply-typed lambdaal ulus given, for example, in [7, 17℄.
The paper is organised as follow: Se . 2 reviews -equivalen e for lambdaterms. Se . 3 gives a onstru tion of an indu tive set that is bije tive with the
-equated lambda-terms and adapts some notions of the nominal logi work for
this onstru tion. An indu tion prin iple for this set is derived in Se . 4. Examples
of Isabelle/HOL formalisations are given in Se . 5. Related work is mentioned in
Se . 6, and Se . 7 on ludes.

2 Preliminaries
In order to motivate a design hoi e later on, we begin with a review of equivalen e ast in terms of the nominal logi work. The set of lambda-terms is
indu tively de ned by the grammar:

 : t ::= a j t t j a:t
where a is an atom drawn from a ountable in nite set, whi h will in what follows
be denoted by A .
The notion of -equivalen e for  is often de ned as the least ongruen e
of the equation a:t = b:t[a := b℄ involving a renaming substitution and a
side- ondition, namely that b does not o ur freely in t. In the nominal logi
work, however, atoms are manipulated not by renaming substitutions, but by
permutations|bije tive mappings from atoms to atoms. While permutations
have some te hni al advantages, for example they preserve -equivalen e whi h
substitutions do not [18℄, their primary reason in the nominal logi work is that
one an use them to de ne the notion of support. This notion generalises what
is meant by the set of free atoms of an obje t, whi h is usually lear in ase
the obje t is an abstra t syntax tree, but less so if the obje t is a fun tion. The
generalisation of \free atoms" to fun tions, however, will play a ru ial r^ole in
our onstru tion of the bije tive set.

There are several ways for de ning the operation of a permutation a ting on
a lambda-term. One way [18℄ that an be easily implemented in Isabelle/HOL is
to represent permutations as nite lists whose elements are swappings (i.e., pairs
of atoms). We write su h permutation as (a1 b1 )(a2 b2 )    (an bn ); the empty list
[℄ stands for the identity permutation. The permutation a tion, written  ( ),
an then be de ned on lambda-terms as:
[℄a def
= a8

< a2 if a = a1
(a1 a2 ) ::  a = a1 if  a = a2
: a otherwise
def

(t1 t2 ) def
= ( t1  t2 )
def
(a:t) = (a):(t)

(1)

where (a b) ::  is the omposition of a permutation followed by the swapping
(a b). The omposition of  followed by another permutation  0 is given by liston atenation, written as  0  , and the inverse of a permutation is given by list
reversal, written as  1 .
While the representation of permutations based on lists of swappings is onvenient for de nitions like permutation omposition and the inverse of a permutation, this list-representation is not unique; for example the permutation (a a)
is \equal" to the identity permutation. Therefore some means to identify \equal"
permutations is needed.

De nition 1 (Disagreement Set and Permutation Equality). The dis-

agreement set of two permutations, say 1 and 2 , is the set of atoms on whi h
def
the permutations disagree, that is ds(1 ; 2 ) = f a j 1 a 6= 2 a g. Two permutations are equal, written 1  2 , provided ds(1 ; 2 ) = ?.
Using the permutation a tion on lambda-terms, -equivalen e for  an be dened in a syntax dire ted fashion using the relations ( )  ( ) and ( ) 62 fv( );
see Fig. 1. Be ause of the \asymmetri " rule 2 , it might be surprising, but:

Proposition 1.

 is an equivalen e relation.

The proof of this proposition is omitted: it an be found in a more general setting
in [18℄. (We also omit a proof showing that  and = oin ide). In the following,
=
[t℄ will stand for the -equivalen e lass of the lambda-term t, that is [t℄ def
f t0 j t0  t g, and = for the set  quotient by .

3 The Bije tive Set
In this se tion, we will de ne a set ; inside this set we will subsequently identify
(indu tively) a subset, alled  , that is in bije tion with = . In order to obtain
the bije tion,  needs to be de ned so that it ontains elements orresponding,
roughly speaking, to -equated atoms, appli ations and lambda-abstra tions|
that is to [a℄ , [t1 t2 ℄ and [a:t℄ . Whereas this is straightforward for atoms and
appli ations, the lambda-abstra tions are non-trivial: for them we shall use some

a  a var

t1  s1 t2  s2 app
t  s  a 6= b t  (a b)s a 62 fv(s) 2
t1 t2  s1 s2
a:t  a:s 1
a:t  b:s

a 62 fv(t1 ) a 62 fv(t2 )
a 6= b a 62 fv(t)
a 6= b
fvapp
fv
fv
fv2
a 62 fv(b) var
a 62 fv(t1 t2 )
a 62 fv(a:t) 1
a 62 fv(b:t)
Fig. 1.

Indu tive de nitions for ( )  ( ) and ( ) 62 fv( ).

spe i \partial" fun tions from A to  (by \partial" we mean fun tions that
return \error" for unde ned values1 ). Thus the set  is de ned by the grammar

 : t ::=

er

j

am(a)

j

pr(t; t)

j

se(fn )

where er stands for \error", a for atoms and fn stands for fun tions from A to
.2 This grammar orresponds to the indu tive datatype that one might de lare
in Isabelle/HOL as:
datatype phi = er
j am "atom"
j pr "phi  phi"
j se "atom ) phi"

where it is presupposed that the type atom has been de lared. The onstru tors
am, pr and se will be used in  for representing -equated atoms, appli ations
and lambda-abstra tions. Before the subset  an be arved out from , however, some terminology from the nominal logi work needs to be adapted. For this
we overload the notion of permutation a tion, that is  ( ), and de ne abstra tly
sets that ome with a notion of permutation:

De nition 2 (PSets). A set X equipped with a permutation a tion ( ) is
said to be a pset, if for all
properties:

x 2 X , the permutation a tion satis es the following

(i) [℄x = x
(ii) 1 2 x = 1 (2 x)
(iii) if 1  2 then 1 x = 2 x

The informal notation x 2 pset will be adopted whenever it needs to be indi ated
that x omes from a pset. The idea behind the permutation a tion, roughly
speaking, is to permute all atoms in a given pset-element. For lists, tuples and
sets the permutation a tion is therefore de ned point-wise:
lists:
1
2

[℄ def
= [℄
def
(x :: t) = (x) :: (t)

tuples:
sets:

(x1 ; : : : ; xn ) def
= ( x1 ; : : : ;  xn )
def
X = fx j x 2 X g

This is one way of dealing with partial fun tions in Isabelle.
Employing (on the meta-level) a lambda- al ulus-like notation for writing su h fun tions, one ould in this grammar just as well have written a:f instead of fn .

The permutation a tion for  is de ned over the stru ture as follows:

er def
= er
def
am(a) = am(a)

pr(t1 ; t2 ) def
= pr( t1 ;  t2 )
def
se(fn ) = se(a:(fn (

1

a))

where a lambda-term (on the meta-level !) spe i es how the permutation a ts on
the fun tion fn , namely as  fn def
= a: (fn ( 1 a)).
When reasoning about  it will save us some work, if we show that ertain
sets are psets and then show properties (abstra tly) for pset-elements.

Lemma 1. The following sets are psets: A , , , and every set of lists (similarly
tuples and sets) ontaining elements from psets.

ut

Proof. By routine indu tions.

The most important notion of a pset-element is that of its support (a set of
atoms) and derived from this the notion of freshness [6℄:

De nition 3 (Support and Freshness). Given an x
de ned as:3

def

supp(x) =

2 pset, its

support is

fa j inffb j (a b)x 6= xgg :

An atom a is said to be fresh for su h an x, written a # x, provided a 62 supp(x).

Note that as soon as one xes the permutation a tion for elements of a set, the
notion of support is xed as well. That means that Def. 3 de nes the support for
lists, sets and tuples as long as their elements ome from psets. Cal ulating the
support for terms in  is simple: supp(a) = fag, supp(t1 t2 ) = supp(t1 ) [ supp(t2 )
and supp(a:t) = supp(t) [ fag. Be ause of the fun tions in se(fn ), the support
for terms in  is more subtle. However, later on, we shall see that for terms of
the subset  there is simple stru tural hara terisation for their support, just
like for lambda-terms.
First, some properties of support and freshness are established.

Lemma 2. For all x 2 pset,
(i)
(ii)

supp(x) = supp(x), and
a # x if and only if  1 a # x.

Proof. (i) follows from the al ulation:

supp(x) def
=  fa j inffb j (a b)x 6= xgg
def
= f a j inffb j (a b)x 6= xgg
= f a j inff b j (a b)x 6= xgg
(1 )
1
1
= fa j inffb j ( a  b)x 6= xgg
= fa j inffb j  ( 1 a  1 b)x 6=  xgg
(2 )
= fa j inffb j (a b) x 6=  xgg def
= supp( x) (3 )
3

The predi ate inf will stand for a set being in nite.

where (1 ) holds be ause the sets fbj : : :g and f bj : : :g have the same number of
elements, and where (2 ) holds be ause permutations preserve (in)equalities; (3 )
holds be ause  ommutes with the swapping, that is  (a b)  ( a  b) .
(ii): For all  , a 2 supp(x) if and only if  a 2  supp(x). The property follows
then from (i) and x 2 pset.
ut
Another important property is the fa t that the freshness of two atoms w.r.t. an
pset-element means that a permutation swapping those two atoms has no e e t:

Lemma 3. For all x 2 pset, if a # x and b # x then (a b)x = x.
Proof. The ase a = b is lear by Def. 2(i; iii). In the other ase, the assumption implies that both f j ( a)x 6= xg and f j ( b)x 6= xg are nite, and
therefore also their union must be nite. Hen e the orresponding o-set, that
is f j ( a)x = x ^ ( b)x = xg, is in nite (re all that A is in nite). If one
pi ks from this o-set one element, whi h is from now on denoted by and assumed to be di erent from a and b, one has ( a)x = x and ( b)x = x. Thus
( a)( b)( a)x = x. The permutations ( a)( b)( a) and (a b) are equal, sin e
they have an empty disagreement set. Therefore, by using Def. 2(ii; iii), one an
on lude with (a b)x = x.
ut

A further restri tion on psets will lter out all psets ontaining elements with
an in nite support.

De nition 4 (Fs-PSet). A pset X is said to be an fs-pset if every element in

X has nite support.

Lemma 4. The following sets are fs-psets: A , , and every set of lists (similarly
tuples and nite sets) ontaining elements from fs-psets.
Proof. The support of an atom a is fag. The support of a lambda-term t is the
set of atoms o urring in t. The support of a list is the union of the supports of
its elements, and thus nite for fs-pset-elements (ditto tuples and nite sets). u
t

The set  is not an fs-pset, be ause some fun tions from A to  have an in nite support. Similarly, some in nite sets have in nite support, even if all their
elements have nite support. On the other hand, the in nite set A has nite support: supp(A ) = ? [6℄. The main property of elements of fs-psets is that there is
always a fresh atom.

Lemma 5. For all x 2 fs-pset, there exists an atom a su h that a # x.
Proof. Sin e A is an in nite set and the support of
there must be an a 62 supp(x).

x is by assumption nite,

We mentioned earlier that we are not going to use all fun tions from

A

ut

to

 for representing -equated lambda-abstra tions, but some spe i fun tions.4

The following de nition states what properties these fun tions need to satisfy.
4

This is in ontrast to \weak" and \full" HOAS [15, 4℄ whi h use the full fun tion
spa e for representing lambda-abstra tions.

De nition 5 (Nominal Abstra tions). An operation, written [ ℄:( ), taking

an atom and a pset-element is said to be a nominal abstra tion, if it satis es the
following properties (where a 6= b):
(i)  ([a℄:x) = [ a℄:( x)
(ii) [a℄:x1 = [b℄:x2 if and only if either:
a = b ^ x1 = x2 , or
a 6= b ^ x1 = (a b)x2 ^ a # x2

The rst property states that the permutation a tion needs to ommute with
nominal abstra tions. The se ond property ensures that nominal abstra tions behave, roughly speaking, like lambda-abstra tions. To see this re onsider the rules
1 and 2 given in Fig. 1, whi h an be used to de ide when two lambda-terms
are -equivalent. Property (ii) paraphrases these rules for nominal abstra tions.
The similarities, however, do not end here: given a [a℄:x with x 2 fs-pset, then
freshness behaves like ( ) 62 fv( ), as shown next:

Lemma 6. Given a 6= b and x 2 fs-pset, then

a # [b℄:x if and only if a # x, and
a # [a℄:x
Proof. (i)): Sin e x 2 fs-pset, supp([b℄:x)  supp(x) [ fbg and therefore the
support of [a℄:x must be nite. Hen e (a; b; x; [b℄:x) is nitely supported and by
Lem. 5 there exists a with () # (a; b; x; [b℄:x). Using the assumption a # [b℄:x
and the fa t that # [b℄:x (from ), Lem. 3 and Def. 5(i) give [b℄:x = ( a)[b℄:x =
[b℄:( a)x. Hen e by Def. 5(ii) x = ( a)x. Now # x (from ) implies that
# ( a)x; and moving the permutation to the other side by Lem. 2(ii) gives
a # x. (i(): From (), # [b℄:x and therefore by Lem. 2(ii) (a ) # (a ):([b℄:x),
whi h implies by Def. 5(i) that a # [b℄:((a )x). From () # x holds and from
the assumption also a # x; then Lem. 3 implies that x = (a )x, and one an
on lude with a # [b℄:x.
(ii): By # x and 6= a (both from ) we an use (i) to infer # [a℄:x. Further,
from Lem. 2(ii) it holds that ( a) # ( a)[a℄:x. This is a # [ ℄:( a)x using
Def. 5(i). Sin e 6= a, # x and ( a)x = ( a)x, Def. 5(ii) implies that
[ ℄:( a)x = [a℄:x. Therefore, a # [a℄:x.
ut
The fun tions from A to  we identify next satisfy the nominal abstra tion
properties. Let [a℄:t be de ned as follows

(i)
(ii)

[a℄:t def
= se(b: if a = b then t else if b # t then (a b)t else er) :

(2)

This operation takes two arguments: an a 2 A and a t 2 . To see how this operation en odes an -equivalen e lass, onsider the -equivalen e lass [a:(a b)℄
and the orresponding -term [a℄:pr(a; b) (for the moment we ignore the term
onstru tor se and only onsider the fun tion given by [a℄:pr(a; b)). The graph
of this fun tion is as follows: the atom a is mapped to pr(a; b) sin e the rst ifondition is true. For b, the rst if- ondition obviously fails, but also the se ond

one fails, be ause b 2 supp(pr(a; b)); therefore b is mapped to er. For all other
atoms , we have a 6= and # pr(a; b); so the 's are mapped by the fun tion
to (a )pr(a; b), whi h is just pr( ; b). Clearly, the fun tion returns er whenever
the orresponding lambda-term is not in the -equivalen e lass|in this example b:(b b) 62 [a:(a b)℄ ; in all other ases, however, it returns an appropriately
\renamed" version of pr(a; b).

Lemma 7. The operation [ ℄:( ) given for  in (2) is a nominal abstra tion.
Proof. Def. 5(i) follows from the al ulation:

[a℄:t
=  se(b: if a = b then t else if b # t then (a b)t else er)
def
= se(b:  if a =  1 b then t else if  1 b # t then (a  1 b)t else er)
= se(b: if a =  1 b then  t else if b #  t then  (a  1 b)t else er) ()
= se(b: if a =  1 b then  t else if b #  t then ( a b) t else er)
= se(b: if  a = b then  t else if b #  t then ( a b) t else er)
def
= [ a℄:( t)
def

where we use in () the fa t that  if:::then:::else::: = if:::then  :::else  :::
and Lem 2(ii). In ase a = b, Def. 5(ii) is by a simple al ulation using extensionality of fun tions. In ase a 6= b and Def. 5(ii )), the following formula an
be derived from the assumption by extensionality:

8:

if a = then t1 else if # t1 then (a
if b = then t2 else if # t2 then (b

)t1 else er =
)t2 else er

Instantiating this formula on e with a and on e with b yields the two equations

t1 = if a # t2 then (b a)t2 else er
t2 = if b # t1 then (a b)t1 else er
Next, one distinguishes two ases where a # t2 and : a # t2 , respe tively. In the
rst ase, t1 = (b a)t2 , whi h by Lem. 1 and Def. 2(iii) is equal to (a b)t2 ; and
obviously a # t2 by assumption. In the se ond ase t1 = er. This substituted
into the se ond equation gives t2 = if b # er then (a b)er else er. Sin e
supp(er) = ?, t2 = (a b)er = er. Now there is a ontradi tion with the assumption : a # t2 , be ause a # er. Def. 5(ii () for a 6= b is by extensionality and a
ase-analysis.
ut
Note that, in general, one annot de ide whether two fun tions from A to  are
equal; however Def. 5(ii) provides means to de ide whether [a℄:t1 = [b℄:t2 holds:
one just has to onsider whether a = b and then apply the appropriate property
in Def. 5(ii)|just like de iding the -equivalen e of two lambda-terms using
( )  ( ).

Now everything is in pla e for de ning the subset  . It is de ned indu tively
by the rules:

t1 2  t2 2 
pr(t1 ; t2 ) 2 

a2A t2
[a℄:t 2 
using in the third inferen e rule the operation de ned in (2). For  we have:
a2A
am(a) 2 

Lemma 8.  is:

(i) an fs-pset, and
(ii) losed under permutations, that is if x 2  then  x 2  .

Proof. (i): The pset-properties of  arry over to  . The fs-pset property follows by a routine indu tion on the de nition of  using the fa t derived from
Lem. 6(i,ii) that for x 2 fs-pset, supp([a℄:x) = supp(x) fag. (ii) Routine indu tion over the de nition of  .
ut

Taking Lem. 8(i) and Lem. 6 together gives us a simple hara terisation of the
support of elements in  : supp(am(a)) = fag, supp(pr(t1 ; t2 )) = supp(t1 ) [
supp(t2 ) and supp([a℄:t) = supp(t) fag. In other words it oin ides with what
one usually means by the free variables of a lambda-term.
Next, one of the main points of this paper: there is a bije tion between =
and  . This is shown by using the following mapping from  to  :

q(a) def
= am(a)

q(t1 t2 ) def
= pr(q (t1 ); q (t2 ))

q(a:t) def
= [a℄:q (t)

and the following lemma:

Lemma 9. t1  t2 if and only if q(t1 ) = q(t2 ).
Proof. By routine indu tion over de nition of  .

ut

Theorem 1. There is a bije tion between = and  .
Proof. The mapping q needs to be lifted to -equivalen e lasses (see [14℄). For
this de ne q 0 ([t℄ ) as follows: apply q to every element of the set [t℄ and build
the union of the results. By Lem. 9 this must yield a singleton set. The result of
q0 ([t℄ ) is then the singleton. Surje tivity of q0 is shown by a routine indu tion
over the de nition of  . Inje tivity of q 0 follows from Lem. 9 sin e [t1 ℄ = [t2 ℄
for all t1  t2 .
ut

4 Stru tural Indu tion Prin iple
The de nition of  provides an indu tion prin iple for free. However, this indu tion prin iple is not very onvenient in pra ti e. Consider Fig. 2 showing a
typi al informal proof involving lambda-terms|it is Barendregt's proof of the
substitution lemma taken from [3℄. This informal proof onsiders in the lambdaase only binders z that have suitable properties (namely being fresh for x, y , N

Substitution Lemma:

If x 6 y and x 62 F V (L), then

M [x := N ℄[y := L℄  M [y := L℄[x := N [y := L℄℄.
By indu tion on the stru ture of M .
M is a variable.
Case 1.1. M  x. Then both sides equal N [y := L℄ sin e x 6 y .
Case 1.2. M  y . Then both sides equal L, for x 62 F V (L) implies
L[x := : : :℄  L.
Case 1.3. M  z 6 x; y . Then both sides equal z .
Case 2: M  z:M1 . By the variable onvention we may assume that z 6 x; y and
z is not free in N; L. Then by indu tion hypothesis
(z:M1 )[x := N ℄[y := L℄  z:(M1 [x := N ℄[y := L℄)
 z:(M1 [y := L℄[x := N [y := L℄℄)
 (z:M1 )[y := L℄[x := N [y := L℄℄.
Case 3: M  M1 M2 . The statement follows again from the indu tion hypothesis.

Proof:

Case 1:



The informal proof of the substitution lemma opied from [3℄. In the lambdaase, the variable onvention allows Barendregt to move the substitutions under the
binder, to apply the indu tion hypothesis and then to pull out the substitutions.

Fig. 2.

and L). If we would prove the substitution lemma by indu tion over the de nition
of  , then we would need to show the lambda- ase for all z , not just the ones
being suitably fresh. This would mean we have to rename binders and establish
a number of auxiliary lemmas on erning su h renamings. In this se tion we will
derive an indu tion prin iple whi h allows a similar onvenient reasoning as in
Barendregt's informal proof.
For this we only onsider indu tion hypotheses of the form P t x, where
P is the property to be proved; P depends on a variable t 2  (over whi h
the indu tion is done), and a variable x standing for the \other" variables or
ontext of the indu tion. Sin e x is allowed to be a tuple, several variables an be
en oded. In ase of the substitution lemma in Fig. 2 the notation P t x should be
understood as follows: the indu tion variable t is M , the ontext x is the tuple
(x; y; N; L) and the indu tion hypothesis P is

M: (x; y; N; L): M [x := N ℄[y := L℄  M [y := L℄[x := N [y := L℄℄
where we use Isabelle's onvenient tuple-notation for the se ond lambda-abstra tion [11℄. So by writing P t x we just make expli it all the variables involved in
the indu tion.
From the indu tive de nition of  we an derive a stru tural indu tion priniple that requires to prove the lambda- ase for binders that are fresh for the
ontext x|this is what the variable onvention assumes.

Lemma 10 (Indu tion Prin iple). Given an indu tion hypothesis P t x with

t 2  and x 2 fs-pset, then proving the following:

 8x a: P am(a) x
 8x t1 t2 : P t1 x ^ P t2 x ) P pr(t1 ; t2 ) x
 8x a: a # x ) (8t: P t x ) P [a℄:t x)
gives 8t x: P t x.
Proof. By indu tion over the de nition of  . We need to strengthen the indu tion hypothesis to 8t  x: P ( t) x, that means onsidering t under all
permutations  . Only the ase for terms of the form [a℄:t will be explained. We
need to show that P ( [a℄:t) x, where  [a℄:t = [ a℄:( t) by Def. 5(i). By IH,
(1 ) 8 x: P ( t) x holds. Sin e x;  t;  a 2 fs-pset holds, one an derive by
Lem. 5 that there is a su h that (2 ) # (x;  t;  a). From # x and the
assumption, one an further derive (8t: P t x ) P [ ℄:t x). Given (1 ) we have
that P ((  a) ::   t) x holds and thus also P ([ ℄:((  a) ::   t)) x. Be ause
of (2 ) 6=  a and #  t, and by Def. 5(ii) we have that [ ℄:((  a) ::   t =
[ a℄:( t). Therefore we an on lude with P ( [a℄:t) x.
ut

With this we have a hieved what we set out in the introdu tion: we have a
representation for -equivalent lambda-terms based on names (for example [a:t℄
is represented by [a℄:t) and we have an indu tion prin iple where the lambda- ase
needs to be proved for binders that are fresh w.r.t. the variables in the ontext
of the indu tion, i.e., we an reason as if we had employed a variable onvention.

5 Examples
It is reasonably straightforward to implement the results from Se . 3 and 4 in
Isabelle/HOL: the set  is an indu tive datatype, the pset and fs-pset properties
an be formulated as axiomati type- lasses [20℄, and the subset  an be de ned
using the Isabelle's typedef-me hanism. This se tion fo uses on how reasoning
over  pans out in pra ti e.
The rst obsta le is that so far Isabelle's datatype pa kage is not general
enough to allow a dire t de nition of fun tions over  : although  ontains
only terms of the form am(a), pr(t1 ; t2 ) and [a℄:t, pattern-mat hing in Isabelle
requires the inje tivity of term- onstru tors. But learly, [a℄:t is not inje tive.
Fortunately, one an work around this obsta le by, roughly speaking, de ning
fun tions as indu tive relations and then use the de nite des ription operator
THE of Isabelle to turn the relations into fun tions.
We give an example: apture-avoiding substitution an be de ned as a fourpla e relation (the rst argument ontains the term into whi h something is being
substituted, the se ond the variable that is substituted for, the third the term
that is substituted, and the last ontains the result of the substitution):

onsts Subst :: "(  A     ) set"
indu tive Subst
intros
s1: "(am(a),a,t',t')2Subst"
s2: "a6=b =) (am(b),a,t',am(b))2Subst"
s3: "J(s1 ,a,t',s1')2Subst; (s2 ,a,t',s2')2SubstK
=) (pr(s1 ,s2 ),a,t',pr(s1',s2'))2Subst"
s4: "Jb#(a,t');(s,a,t',s')2SubstK =) ([b℄.s,a,t',[b℄.s')2Subst"

While on rst sight this relation looks as if it de ned a non-total fun tion, one
should be areful! Clearly, the lambda- ase (i.e. ([b℄.s,a,t',[b℄.s') 2 Subst)
holds only under the pre ondition b#(a,s)|roughly meaning that a 6= b and
b annot o ur freely in s. However, Subst does de ne a total fun tion, be ause
Subst is de ned over -equivalent lambda-terms (more pre isely  ), not over
lambda-terms. We an indeed show \totality":

Lemma 11. For all t1 , a, t2, 9t3 : (t1 ; a; t2 ; t3 ) 2 Subst :

Proof. The proof in Isabelle/HOL uses the indu tion prin iple derived in Thm. 10.
It is as follows:
proof (nominal indu t t1 )
ase (1 b) (* variable ase *)
show "9t3 . (am(b),a,t2,t3 )2Subst" by ( ases "b=a") (for e+)
next
ase (2 s1 s2 ) (* appli ation ase *)
thus "9t3 . (pr(s1,s2 ),a,t2 ,t3 )2Subst" by for e
next
ase (3 b s) (* lambda ase *)
thus "9t3 . ([b℄.s,a,t2,t3 )2Subst" by for e
qed

The indu tion method nominal indu t brings the indu tion hypothesis automati ally into the form
t1 (a; t2 )
|(t1 (a; t2): 9t3:(t{z1; a; t2; t3) 2 Subst}) |{z}
| {z }
t
P

x

by olle ting all free variables in the goal, and then it applies Thm. 10. This
results in three ases to be proved|variable ase, appli ation ase and lambdaase. The requirement that the ontext (a; t2 ) is a fs-pset-element is enfor ed by
using axiomati type- lasses and relying on Isabelle's type-system. Note that in
the lambda- ase it is important to know that the binder b is fresh for a and t2 .
The proof obligation in this ase is:
b # (a; t2 ) ^ 9t3 :(s; a; t2 ; t3 ) implies

9t3 :([b℄:s; a; t2 ; t3)

whi h an be easily be shown by rule s4. As a result, the only ase in whi h we
really need to manually \interfere" is in the variable ase where we have to give
Isabelle the hint to distinguish the ases b = a and b 6= a.
ut

Together with a uniqueness-lemma (whose proof we omit) asserting that

8s1s2 :(t1 ; a; t2 ; s1) 2 Subst ^ (t1 ; a; t2 ; s2) 2 Subst ) s1 = s2

(3)

one an prove the stronger totality-property, namely for all t1 , a, t2 :

9!t3 : (t1 ; a; t2 ; t3 ) 2 Subst :

(4)

Having this at our disposal, we an use Isabelle's de nite des ription operator
T HE and turn apture-avoiding substitution into a fun tion; we write this fun tion as ( )[( ) := ( )℄, and establish the equations:
am(a)[a := t℄ = t
am(b)[a := t℄ = am(b)
provided a 6= b
pr(s1 ; s2 )[a := t℄ = pr(s1 [a := t℄; s2 [a := t℄)
([b℄:s)[a := t℄ = [b℄:(s[a := t℄)
provided b # (a; t)

(5)

These equations an be supplied to Isabelle's simpli er and one an reason about
substitution \just like on paper". For this we give in Fig. 3 one simple example
as eviden e|giving the whole formalised Chur h-Rosser proof from [3, p. 60{62℄
would be beyond the spa e onstraints of this paper. The omplete formalisations of all the results, the Chur h-Rosser and strong normalisation proof is at
http://www.mathematik.uni-muen hen.de/ urban/nominal/ .

6 Related Work
There are many approa hes to formal treatments of binders; this se tion des ribes
the ones from whi h we have drawn inspiration.
Our work uses many ideas from the nominal logi work by Pitts et al [16, 6℄.
The main di eren e is that by onstru ting, so to say, an expli it model of the
-equated lambda-terms based on fun tions, we have no problem with the axiomof- hoi e. This is important. For onsider the alternative: if the axiom-of- hoi e
auses in onsisten ies, then one annot build a framework for binding on top of
Isabelle/HOL with its ri h reasoning infrastru ture. One would have to interfa e on a lower level and has to redo the e ort that has been spend to develop
Isabelle/HOL. This was attempted in [5℄, but the attempt was later abandoned.
Closely related to our work is [9℄ by Gordon and Melham; it has been applied
and further developed by Norrish [13℄. This work states ve axioms hara terising
-equivalen e and then shows that a model based on de-Bruijn indi es satis es the
axioms. This is somewhat similar to our approa h where we onstru t expli itly
the set  . In [9℄ they give an indu tion prin iple that requires in the lambda- ase
to prove (using their notation)

8 x t: (8 v: P (t[x := VAR v℄)) =) P (LAM x t)
That means they have to prove P (LAM x t) for a variable x for whi h nothing
an be assumed; expli it -renamings are then ne essary in order to get the

lemma substitution lemma:
assumes a1: "x 6= y"
and a2: "x # L"
shows "M[x:=N℄[y:=L℄ = M[y:=L℄[x:=N[y:=L℄℄"
proof (nominal indu t M)
ase (1 z) (* ase 1: variables *)
have "z=x _ (z6=x ^ z=y) _ (z6=x ^ z6=y)" by for e
thus "am(z)[x:=N℄[y:=L℄ = am(z)[y:=L℄[x:=N[y:=L℄℄"
using a1 a2 forget by for e
next
ase (2 z M1 ) (* ase 2: lambdas *)
assume ih: "M1 [x:=N℄[y:=L℄ = M1 [y:=L℄[x:=N[y:=L℄℄"
assume f1: "z # (L,N,x,y)"
from f1 fresh fa t1 have f2: "z # N[y:=L℄" by simp
show "([z℄.M1 )[x:=N℄[y:=L℄=([z℄.M1 )[y:=℄[x:=N[y:=L℄℄" (is "?LHS=?RHS")
proof have "?LHS = [z℄.(M1 [x:=N℄[y:=L℄)" using f1 by simp
also have "...= [z℄.(M1 [y:=L℄[x:=N[y:=L℄℄)" using ih by simp
also have "...= ([z℄.(M1 [y:=L℄))[x:=N[y:=L℄℄" using f1 f2 by simp
also have "...= ?RHS" using f1 by simp
finally show "?LHS = ?RHS" by simp
qed
next
ase (3 M1 M2 ) (* ase 3: appli ations *)
thus "pr(M1 ,M2 )[x:=N℄[y:=L℄=pr(M1 ,M2 )[y:=L℄[x:=N[y:=L℄℄" by simp
qed

An Isabelle proof using the Isar language for the substitution lemma shown in
Fig. 2. It uses the following auxiliary lemmas: forget whi h states that x # L implies
L[x:=T℄=L, needed in the variable ase. This ase pro eeds by stating the three sub ases
to be onsidered and then proving them automati ally using the assumptions a1 and a2.
The lemma fresh fa t1 in the lambda- ase shows from z # (L,N,x,y) that z # N[x:=L℄
holds. This lemma is not expli itly mentioned in Barendregt's informal proof, but it is
ne essary to pull out the substitution from under the binder z. This ase pro eeds as
follows: the substitutions on left-hand side of the equation an be moved under the
binder z; then one an apply the indu tion hypothesis; after this one an pull out the
se ond substitution using z # N[y:=L℄ and nally move out the rst substitution using
z # (L,N,x,y). This gives the right-hand side of the equation.
Fig. 3.

proof through. This in onvenien e has been alleviated by the version of stru tural
indu tion given in [8℄ and [12℄, whi h is as follows

9X: FINITE X ^ (8 x t: x 62 X ^ P t =) P (LAM x t))
For this prin iple one has to provide a nite set X and then has to show the
lambda- ase for all binders not in this set. This is very similar to our indu tion
prin iple, but we laim that our version based on freshness ts better with informal pra tise and an make use of the infrastru ture of Isabelle (namely the
axiomati type- lasses enfor e the nite-support property).
Like our  , HOAS uses fun tions to en ode lambda-abstra tions; it omes in
two avours: weak HOAS [4℄ and full HOAS [15℄. The advantage of full HOAS over
our work is that notions su h as apture-avoiding substitution ome for free. We,
on the other hand, load the work of su h de nitions onto the user. The advantage
of our work is that we have no diÆ ulties with notions su h as simultaneoussubstitution (a ru ial notion in the usual strong normalisation proof), whi h in
full HOAS seem rather diÆ ult to en ode. Another advantage we see is that by
indu tively de ning  one has indu tion for \free", whereas indu tion requires
onsiderable e ort in full HOAS. The main di eren e of our work with weak
HOAS is that we use some spe i fun tions to represent lambda-abstra tions;
in ontrast, weak HOAS uses the full fun tion spa e. This auses problems known
by the term \exoti terms"|essentially junk in the model.

7 Con lusion
The paper [2℄, whi h sets out some hallenges for automated proof assistants,
laims that theorem proving te hnologies have almost rea hed the threshold where
they an be used by the masses for formal reasoning about programming languages. We hope to have pushed with this paper the boundary of the state-ofthe-art in formal reasoning loser to this threshold. We showed all our results
for the lambda- al ulus. But the lambda- al ulus is only one example. We envisage no problems generalising our results to other term- al uli. In fa t, there
is already work by Bengtson adapting our results to the  - al ulus. We also do
not envisage problems with providing a general framework for reasoning about
binders based on our results. The real (implementation) hallenge is to integrate
these results into Isabelle's datatype pa kage so that the user does not see any of
the tedious details through whi h we had to go. For example one would like that
the subset onstru tion from a bigger set is done ompletely behind the s enes.
Deriving an indu tion prin iple should also be done automati ally. Ideally, a user
just de nes an indu tive datatype and indi ates where binders are|the rest of
the infrastru ture should be provided by the theorem prover. This is future work.
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